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Statistical Measures of the Labor Force:
Their Content and Comparability
"It is this union of passionate interest in detailed fact with
equal devotion to abstract generalization that forms the
novelty in our present society....Itis the salt that
keeps life sweet."
A. N.. wml lEAD, Science and the Modern World
The United States since 1820
The statistics on the labor force in this study derive from two types of
survey which are described and appraised in Chapter 3 and referred
to throughout the volume: the decennial enumeration of the nation's
entire population, and the monthly sample enumeration of 20,000—
35,000 interviewed households for population estimates. Both are con-
ducted by the Bureau of the Census by means of interviews in in-
dividual dwellings. An alternative source of information—the employ-
ment schedules filled out by employers from payroll data—was used
only occasonally for comparison..
•The household interview has substantial advantages over employers'
payroll data in measuring the labor force, just as it has in measuring
earnings and income (Appendix D). It eliminates duplication in count-
ing workers. It covers domestic servants, the self-employed, the un-
employed, and persons who, though employed, are inactive and not
receiving pay—none of whom would be on a business payroll. More-
over, by counting workers in connection with the population, it pro-
vides data which allow computation of the rate of participation of vari-
ous groups classffied by age, sex, color, residence, and other factors
which affect the statistics on labor force behavior.
The same drawbacks which were discussed in previous chapters
apply here. Frequently, when the census agent rings the doorbell, the
adults of the family are working or shopping, and answers have to be
secured from a fifteen-year-old daughter, or a landlady, not necessarily
well posted on whether the subject of the interview is employed, in-
voluntarily idle, laid off, or retired. Even the worker concerned is not
always a good source of information about himself. Perhaps he dOes
not know the name of his industry, cannot define it unambiguously,
or confuses it with that of his firm. Perhaps he mentions a similar oc-
cupation with superior prestige; a high school teacher, anxious for
social acceptance but deluded as to how it may best be obtained, mayAPPENDIX F
pass himself off as a professor. Perhaps his memory misleads him as
to what he did in the previous week, month, or year. Perhaps his re-
sponse is to some extent suggested by the wording of the questions
or the order in which they are put to him. Perhaps his answers are cut
short by an interviewer who finds it less confusing, or less time-consum-
ing, to record his own impressions. But household interviews are in-
dispensable in measuring the labor force, and their faults, like those
of a new daughter-in-law, must be accepted.
Despite their defects, the United States censuses of the labor force
since 1870 have covered with fair uniformity all important groups
of people who have been working or seeking work (Table F-i, Part A).
They have excluded the retired and the disabled,' persons in criminal
pursuits (who in any case are not readily identified by house-to-house
visits) ,2andstudents and housewives who do not work for pay. And
they have included unpaid family workers and the unemployed. Be-
fore 1940 they may have omitted a few new job-seekers (young people
from school and college who were inexperienced and did not know
what occupation they belonged to )andsome who looked upon their
work as too incidental—or lowly—to mention.
In 1870 and 1880 the censuses were conducted so haphazardly that
their findings were useful only for rough comparison, but before 1870
the data belong to an order of accuracy so inferior as to interest pri-
manly the antiquarian. Discussion commences here with 1820, for the
attempts in 1810 to inventory workers by industry "were of. little
avail. .andthe results, although printed, have but little value."
1820.Only38.3 per cent of all persons aged. 10 and older were
recorded as occupied, partly because the enumeration was confined to
agriculture, commerce, and manufacturing (including mechanical and
hand trades) and partly because, even in these industries, it was
guilty of manifest omissions (specially of slaves )Theextent of the
Specific instructions concerning retired and disabled persons do not appear
in the censuses until 1910. Census of Population, 1910, Vol. IV, p. 89.
2Occasionallydisclaiming moral concerns, the census has stressed the practical
difficulties of gathering data from those engaged in the seamy modes of livelihood,
who will frequently claim some respectable means of support. The fact that boot-
leggers may have posed as restaurateurs perhaps disposes unofficially of a source
of discontinuity during prohibition.
3Fabricant doubts that all the new or inexperienced work-seekers were omitted
from the census in 1930 or earlier, as Durand and Goldfield assumed. He points
out that many would have learned some occupation in school, at odd jobs, or
from parents. Solomon Fabricant, "The Changing Industrial Distribution of Gain-
ful Workers: Comments on the Decennial Statistics, 1820—1940," Studies in In-
come and Wealth, Volume Eleven, National Bureau of Economic Research, 1949,
pp. 16—17.
.
'CarrollD. Wright and William C. Hunt, The Hi.story andGrowthof the United
States Census, S. Doc. 194, 56th Cong., 1st sess., February 24, 1900, p. 88.
Fabricant, op. cit., p. 31, note.
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undercount may be deduced from the relatively small number re-
ported as occupied in the larger cities: in Detroit, 1 in 16 out of a total
of 1,422 inhabitants; in Albany and Baltimore, 1 in 9 of the populations.
An attempt at correction of the United States data has been made by
P. K. Wheipton, whose estimate of workers in various services (do-
mestic, personal, and professional), mining, lumbering, and fishing
brought the over-all labor force up to 44.4 per cent of the population
aged 10 and over. But Wheipton made no allowance for underreport-
ing in the industries covered, and in view of the absurdly low median
for fourteen cities—only 13.5 per cçnt of those aged 10 and over were
counted in the labor force—his addition of 6 per cent must also be
regarded as inadequate.
1830. This enumeration did not include questions on the labor force.
1840. The coverage of industries was extended in 1840 to include
agriculture, mining, trade, navigation, learned professions, and en-
gineering. However, the ratios of the labor force to population in
cities remained incredibly low, e.g. 6 per cent of 34,000 residents in
Albany, 12 per cent of 102,000 in Baltimore, and 14 per cent of 24,000
in Louisville. Of Detroit's 9,000 residents just 25 workers were re-
ported: 22 in manufacturing, 1 in commerce, and 2 in the learned pro-
fessions (not counting 6 persons occupied "for revolutionary or military
purposes"). Among twenty cities the median percentage was 18.3.°
Again, Wheipton added a figure for domestic, personal, and profes-
sional services; lumbering, and fishing. The addition raised the propor-
tion of those aged 10 and over in gainful occupations from 41.3 to 46.6
per cent but it did nothing to remedy the obvious deficiencies in the
groups nominally reported.
1850 and 1860. These enumerations were less adequate than the
earlier ones. Both excluded slaves and the former, white females as
well, in effect confining the labor force to free males. Wheipton sub-
stituted his own interpolations based on the censuses of 1840 and
1870.
1870. The first post-Civil War census, which found 44.4 per cent of
those aged 10 and older to be gainfully occupied, did not neglect any
sizable groups but obviously it was still not complete. The Census Office
(now the Bureau of the Census) itself felt that reconstruction and un-
CIn1843theyouthful American Statistical Association complained to Congress
that "in returning the people according to their several employments, some of the
marshals 'seem to have included the whole population, men, women, and children,
in these classes, arranging them, probably, according to the employment of the
head of the family, and some seem to have noticed only the males over 21 years
of age; others seem to have noticed all who were sufficiently able to perform any
service; and, lastly, some seem to have entirely neglected this duty, and have
recorded none in some of the employments; and in many counties none are re-












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































rest in the South may have caused an undercount of about 1.3 million
population.7 In fact, the labor force may have been greater in northern
areas than the report showed. In Philadelphia, for example, no more
than 80 per cent of the males aged 16—59 were reported as occupied,
against 91 per cent for the nation as a whole; and in Detroit (popula-
tion 80,000), the count was only 10 women workers aged 60 and older
and 40 boys aged 10—15 (compared to 146 girls!).
1880.Thelack of necessary data on age in the returns for 1880 made
it impossible to begin the detailed investigation of the labor force be-
fore 1890.
1890—1920.Thoughreasonable care was used in administering the
census from 1890 on, the figures for some decades up to 1920 require
adjustments (1) to make uniform the age groupings in 1890—1910;
(2) to compensate for a minor undercount in 1890 and an appreciable
overcount in 1910 of child and women workers; and (3) to convert
the labor force, originally recorded as of June (1890 and 1900) or
January (1920) to an April basis (Supplementary Appendix G). The
corrections were small and mainly cancelled each other, raising the
labor force by a mere 1 per cent of the population of working age in
1890 and 0.2 per cent in 1920, and reducing it by 0.5 per cent in 1900
and 2.5 per cent (mostly teenagers) in 1910.
1930—1950.Therewere so few working minors aged 10—13 reported
by 1930, that the censuses of 1940 and 1950 did not include them in the
labor force, though by 1950 it is likely that they were working in sig-
nificant numbers once again as a result of the high level of employment
opportunities. (See Appendix E, footnote 5.)Alsodropped from the
classification of labor force in 1940 were inmates of jails and asylums
—including those who were drawing wages in the manufacture of rope
or license plates, for instance. These new practices, however, affected
only a few hundred thousand workers at the time. Other changes had
more important effects upon the data gathered.
One of these was an improvement in the time-reference, hitherto
extremely vague. Beginning in 1940 persons were asked whether they
had had a job or had sought one in a certain week, March 24—SO. An
incidental effect of this innovation was supposed to be the inclusion
in the labor force of many persons just out of school and hunting for
their first jobs. This group had presumably been overlooked in the
enumerations through 1930 because, never having held regular em-
ployment, they had too little experience (or imagination) to name an
occupation. The main purpose was to eliminate many persons who
neither had nor sought work during the reference week but who might
have been counted in earlier censuses merely because they had har-
7Historical StatLstics of the United States, 1789—1945, Bureau of the Census,
1949, p.25.
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vested wheat, waited on tables at a resort hotel, or held other seasonal
jobs.
To adjust for persons who were supposed to have been overreported
by 1940 standards—seasonal workers as they were called—1,156,000 was
subtracted from the 1930 labor force figure by John Durand and E. D.
Goldfield.8 This adjustment would not, in any case, have been enough
to upset intercensal comparisons. Nevertheless it would seem from the
argument in Supplementary Appendix H to have been without very
solid foundation.
Another improvement in practice was initiated five years later at the
close of World War II. Census technicians suspected that a consider-
able number of people who had actually been working for pay or profit
during some part of the reference week were still being classed as
housewives or students, either because their paid labor was very minor
or because interviewers, seeing the respondents wearing an apron or
reading a book, jumped to the false conclusion that they were not in
the labor force. The new schedule led off with a "warm-up" question
designed to give a woman a chance to say what she considered her
primary occupation. If her reply were, say, that she had been occupied
primarily as a housewife, the next question would be: "In addition,
did you do any work for pay or profit?" If she answered in the negative,
the following question was: "Were you looking for work?" Once having
gotten off her chest the fact that she regarded herself as a housewife
rather than a worker, she presumably would not hesitate to disclose
the fact that she had also been active in the past week selling magazine
subscriptions, or answering help-wanted ads for beauty parlor work.
The census thus undertook to ensure that working housewives, stu-
dents, and the unemployed were not omitted from the labor force
count.
Such was the aim. The actual effect was naturally expected to be
obscured by seasonal fluctuations and by impending cut-backs in war
production and employment. Therefore, to reveal the effect of the
change in technique, the Census Bureau conducted a pretest in April
1945 and thereafter, in the initial month of July, made two calls on
identical households, using both old and new schedules.
The change resulted, generally speaking, in increases in the numbers
reported as employed and as actively seeking work, and decreases in
those classified as inactively unemployed and as not being in the labor
force. Subsequently the census used the overlap ratios in various age
and sex groups, supplemented by the pretest and by "evidence of other
studies," to re-estimate employment and unemployment for each month
back to 1940, raising the estimate of labor force for March 30, 1940 by
8Census of Population, 1940, Estimates of Labor Force, Employment, and Un-
employment in theUnitedStates 1940 and 1930, Vol. IV, p. 2.
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1.5 million. This, added to the previous estimated excess of 0.5 million,
brought the revised sample results to 2 million above the complete
census figure. Some of the intervening monthly figures were increased
by larger amounts.°
These amendments for 1940—1945 should not escape criticism. First,
a less fortunate month for a test than July 1945 would have been hard
to choose; the armed forces contained some twelve million men, un-
employment was less than a million, and the composition of the civilian
labor force by age, sex, and industry was also far from normal. Ratios
derived from such an unusual period could not be supposed to apply
to the earlier depression years, when as few as 1.8 million were in
military camps, when as many as 8 million were idle, and when the
occupational and demographic structure of the civilian labor force was
more normal (or abnormal in an opposite direction). Second, the over-
lap between the old and the new data rested upon interviews with
members of about 20,000 interviewed households divided into 864 sub-
grOups, some of which, e.g. the unemployed, doubtless comprised no
more than a few persons,'° and must have been subject to enormous
errors. Not unmindful of the budgetary limitations under which any
statistical agency labors, itisstill difficult to understand why the
census should have relied upon a small sample overlap, based on one
month, to correct data covering sixty months and a full range of sea-
sonal, cyclical, and, war and peace variations. The difficulty is not fully
resolved by the Bureau of the Census' statement that the overlap was
reinforced in some undescribed way by a pretest of unstated size and
by "other evidence." 11Insteadof attempting to reconcile the series
in this manner would it not have been more sensible (1) to postpone
the new schedule to a less hectic time (we were still at war with Japan),
and (2) to spread several double-interview canvasses over a few years,
taking pains to represent all seasons of the year and various stages of
economic fluctuation? The second course would not have been too
costly in relation to the $1 million spent each year on sample surveys,
and the first would have cost nothing at all.
0 Current Population Reports, Labor Force, Employment and Unemployment in
theUnitedStates, 1940 to 1946, Bureau of the Census, September 11, 1947, Series
P-50, No. 2, pp. 5—6, 9, Tables III, IV. The previous figure was itself a revision of
the original estimate of the Work Projects Administration (Current Population
Reports, Monthly Report on the Labor Force, November 1944, pp. 5—8, 10).
The original WPA estimate for which the Census Bureau assumes no responsibility,
was 1.4 million above the 1940 census count, though it may have been for mid-
April rather than for the last week of March, the date to which the census re-.
ferred. Oddly enough, the results were much closer in 1940, though the wording
of the WPA schedule differed somewhat from that of the census.
10 This is pure conjecture, since the census does not publish the number of
households reporting in these various subgroups.
il Labor Force, Employment and Unemployment in the United States, 1940 to
1946, as cited, p. 6.
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THE COMPLETE AND THE SAMPLE ENUMERATION IN APRIL 1950.
The twofiguresprovided by the two types of survey for April 1950
rested on virtually identical questionnaires, and should have differed
by no more than a sampling error of a half million; yet the monthly
results exceeded the decennial by 3.5 million. Nearly three in six of
this number were employed females, two in six were employed youths
or men above middle age, and one in six was unemployed. Borderline
cases apparently accounted for most of the difference. The estimates
of both tallies for persons on full time, especially men aged 25—44, were
almost identical. Of the 3.5 million discrepancy, part-time workers
accounted for 2.7 million; individuals with jobs but not at work, 0.2
million; and' the jobless, 0.6 million.
Census officials do not believe the discrepancy was the result of
sampling difficulties, and in support of this position cite similar dispari-
ties for a matched sample of 51,000 persons interviewed in both the
regular and sample enumerations of April 1940.12 Rather, it has been
attributed to the unqualffied 130,000 temporary interviewers employed
for the decennial census. The permanent staff, who conduct the sample
survey, was a "small, well trained group with, on the average, more
than 12 months of specialized experience in the enumeration of the
labor force.... Aswas the case a decade earlier, when the monthly
survey results were compared with the 1940 Decennial Census data,
it appeared that the more skilled interviewers had had greater success
in handling the labor force questions for population groups whose
activity is difficult to measure and, in consequence, had obtained a
more nearly complete count of persons who were employed or looking
for work....Bothgroups of enumerators obtained practically the
same result for employed males 25 years of age and over." 13
It is possible to agree that a skillful sample can come closer to the
mark than a less skillful complete count. Still the disparity is disturb-
ing. First, it exceeds any fluctuation in the ratio of labor force to pop-.
ulation that has occurred in peacetime since 1890.14 Second (and this
was not explained by the census in pointing to the excess ten years
earlier), it went up from 1 per cent of labor force in April 1940 to
almost 6 per cent in April 1950, a differential at the latter date of
nearly 5 per cent, or roughly 3 million (see footnote 8). Why were
the differences on such a lower scale in 1940?
The census has emphasized the fact that the temporary canvasser is
hardly an ideal interviewer. Often chosen politically and trained
briefly, he is under strong pressure to make "quickie" canvasses be-
Census of Population, 1950 (Special Reports), Employment and Personal
Characteristics, Series P-E No. 1A, pp. 16—17.
Census of Population, 1950, Preliminary Reports, Series PC-7, No. 2, p. 1.
SeeChapter 12.
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cause his compensation is at a few pennies per name. So brief are some
of the house calls that even at this modest fee, a former official has
told the author, enumerators have earned $35 per day. Such agents
would scarcely trouble long over stutterers or respondents who recall
the events during the census week according to whether it was before
or after the visit to Aunt Viola. It is plausible that decennial enumerators
have never paid much attention to the elaborate instructions (it has
taken the writer a good many years to understand them) and that
they have been guided instead by common sense, or by quick im-
pression, i.e. a woman ironing is a housewife—next item! Moreover, the
personnel available for temporary work in 1940, when 8 million persons
were idle, were doubtless superior to those who could be recruited and
retained in 1950, when only 3.5 million persons were out of jobs and
when interviewers resigned after finding their earnings were too low
to continue.'5 Thus there may have been some deterioration in the
practical conduct of the decennial census from 1940 to 1950. At the
same time, the sample surveys could, by 1950, have reflected an in-
crease in efficiency gained by experience in the 120 monthly interviews
over the decade. They could easily have reported the sampling equiva-
lent of several million extra workers (mostly on part time or unem-
ployed) who in April 1940 would have been left out of the estimate,
particularly since the monthly interviews were just beginning and the
regular canvassers were only partially rehearsed. Either the new tech-
nique had no tendency to switch important numbers of borderline
workers into the labor force or, if it had, its theoretical effect in this
direction may have been washed out by a possibly greater carelessness
of enumeration which resulted in the failure to include many workers
in 1950 who would have been covered under the standards of enumera-
tion used in 1940.
The difference between the results of the two labor force counts must
also be viewed in the light of their time reference. The sample survey
referred to the week ending April 8. The decennial survey began on
April 1 and, though two-thirds of the population had been covered
by April 15, it was not until the end of April that nine-tenths had been
interviewed and the end of June that the count was virtually com-
pleted. Since the decennial count in 1950 referred to the week pre-
ceding the interviews, it may be said to have had a varying time refer-
ence. However, the effect of this variation would not explain the lower
figure; on the contrary, the labor force rises seasonally in the spring and
the later enumeration of a third of the population should have resulted
in a higher figure.
The enumerator first assigned to my own neighborhood quit, so we were in-
formed by the local office, because the homes were too far apart.
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YEARSOFSCHOOLING.
The estimates of equivalent full-time years of school completed,
underlying Chart 19, were based on three sets of data.
The first set consists of the years, of school completed by persons
20 and older as reported for the first time in the 1940 census. These
data were projected backward to the earlier censuses by 5-year cohorts.
For example, males 70—74 who were enumerated in 1950 as having com-
pleted 8 years of education, were assumed to have had the same amount
of education in 19S0, when they were 60—64; in 1920, when they were
50—54; in 1910, when they were 40—44; in 1900, when they were 30—34;
and in 1890, when they were 20—24. And women 40-44 who were enu-
merated in 1940 as having completed 8.7 years of education, were as-
sumed to have had the same amount of education in when they
were 30-84; and in 1920, when they were 20—24.
This method cannot, of course, provide information on years of school
completed by persons too young to have completed their education
at the various' censuses, nor by persons who were counted by the cen-
suses of 1890—1930, but who died before 1940. For their years of
schooling completed, a second set of data were used—e.g., the num-
ber of young persons of various ages who were enrolled in school at
the various census dates. These statistics, which were summarized in
the 1920 census report, cover persons 5—20 by sex and age group for each
census back to 1850.
These two types of data made it possible to estimate the nominal
years of schooling completed by each five-year age group of males
and females from 1890. However, the chief change in educational at-
tainment since 1890 has not been in nominal years of school completed
by the average person, but rather in the length of school terms and in
actual attendance. This change can be taken roughly into account
by means of a third set of data which permit converting each year of
schooling into an equivalent full-time school year of 150 days. Data
supplied by the Office of Education in the Statistical Abstract of the
United States, 1954 (Bureau of the Census,p. 125), indicate that the
average student 5—17, enrolled in elementary and secondary schools,
actually attended school about 158 days in 1950; 152 days in 1940; 143
in 1930; 121 in 1920; 113 in 1910; 99 in 1900; 86 in 1890; 81 in 1880; and
78 in 1870. Thus men 70—74 in 1940, in addition to having completed
only 8 nominal years of education when they were enrolled in school
during the decade or so centering around 1880, had in their youth
attended only about 80 days a year and acquired a formal education
equal to little more than 4 years of full-time schooling. But women
40—44 in 1940, who had completed 8.7 years of nominal education, had
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in their youth, around 1910, attended 113 days a year, acquiring a
formal education equal to about 61/2yearsof full-time schooling.
Thus it would seem that the advancing standard of education has
benefited the younger persons more than it has the older ones, and, as
pointed out in Chapter 9, the ratio of education of the old to that of the
'young has fallen from about four-fifths at the turn of the century to
under two-fifths in 1950.
•But granted that the ratio of equivalent full-time years of school
completed by the elderly to that of young persons was low in 1940 and
1950, why was it not just as low during 1890 to 1910? The explanation
is' that the 'standard of education changed 'relatively little between
1850 and 1890, so that persons who received their education during
these years (and who became the older workers of recent decades)
relatively little increase in educational attainment over' those
who were elderly around 1900—they received their education before
the wave of improvement took place. The younger and middle-aged
people of recent decades, on the other hand, were in full position to
benefit by the wave—thus swiftly rising ratio of education of the
young and middle-aged to the education of the old.
It is, of course, possible that there are errors in the assumption under-
lying the method whereby the cohort of males is assumed to have had
the same education in 1890, when it was 20—24, as in 1940 when it
was 70—74. First, many immigrants of little education entered the
country during these fifty years, so that the education of those already
here in 1890 must have been somewhat higher than these rough pro-
portions would suggest. Second, many persons of this cohort died, and
the survivors in 1940 may not have been entirely representative of
thOse living in 1930, 1920, and 1910, and so on, especially since there
seems to have been some tendency for the less well-educated to die at
earlier ages. And third, many people doubtless overstate their educa-
'tion to the census taker. These estimates may therefore on balance
exaggerate, rather than underestimate, the schooling of people who
'received their education in the early days.
If there was a variation in the amount of education reported by the
same cohort in successive decades, it is rather likely to have been
small, for the following comparison shows that those age groups old
enough to have completed their education by 1940 reported very
similar periOds of education in 1950. (Not shown in the comparison
are' the age groups 20—24 and 25—29 in 1940 which included veterans
• and others who on 'for further schooling, often at government
expense.. There 'small increases in years of education reported by
:.these cohorts in '1950.). The largest variation was a gain of 0.3 years
for wornen. 6' and older in. 1940 who: became 75 and older
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in 1950. But it is at once obvious that the composition of this group
must have changed considerably, as an appreciable number of women
65 and older died out of the cohort.
It is also true that the earlier data on days of actual school attend-
ance do not distinguish between males and females; but there is every
llkelthood that this wave of increase in actual attendance occurred for
the females first, so that if adequate adjustment could have been made
in this study for differences in actual school attendance by sex, the
males would have had still less education to their credit at the turn of
the century, compared to females then or now. The reason is that boys,
much more than girls, would have been kept at home to help on the
farm, in the family store, or in odd jobs for pay. Girls, with less earning
power and less physical strength, would have been more easily spared.
Indeed abundant instances of this have been related in some of the
reports of the state bureaus of labor statistics. And as late as the 1920
census it was reported, "In the whole United States, at each age, a
larger proportion among females attends than among males. The differ-
ences are slight in the earlier years, increasing to a maximum at 16
and 17 years." (School Attendance in the United States, 1920, Census
Monographs V, 49—51, 118—114, Tables 30, 31.) Here the census
was referring to the number attending at some time during the school
year. The census found this to be true for both Negroes and native
whites, but apparently not for the foreign born; however, the foreign
born of school age were never very numerous. (See also the references
to school attendance legislation in Chapter 8 in the section on .Boys and
YoungMen.)
Following is a test of the agreement in years of education reported
by males and females in ten-year cohorts at the 1940 and 1950 censuses.
The center column compares the figure for males aged 34—44 in 1940
with that for males aged 45—54 in 1950, and so on:
Years of Education Corn pteteiDifference between 19401950
Males 1940 1950 for the Cohort
35—44 8.7
45—54 8.4 8.7 0






45—54. 8.4 8.9 +0.1





Young men and women 20—34 were excluded from this particular
comparison, because many of them were still attending college and
graduate school during the 1940's, and so the excess of the years of
school reported in 1950, over that reported in 1940 by the same cohort,
would not be a test of accuracy of reporting, but rather a measure of
additional years of school acquired by the average member of the
cohort during the decade.
Great Britain since 1841
In Britain, as in America, most of the early tallies were incomplete, in-
accurate, and vague as to coverage and time reference. The following
explains why the censuses of 1801—1881 and 1851—1871 were worthless,
and brings together what could be learned from those of 1841, 1881,
1891, and 1911—1951.
1801—1831. The census of 1801 listed only agriculture, trade, manu-
facturing, handicrafts, and "not employed"; and for these groups there
was evidence of gross underreporting. From 1811 through 1881 the
same classifications were retained, but whole families were grouped in
the same category with no distinction between breadwinners and de-
pendents. And so it was impossible to ascertain how many members
of a family were in the labor force and how many were not.
1841. These were the earliest data which were adaptable to this
study. Unfortunately some retired persons were included in the labor
force under classifications of their former occupations. How great an
overcount this amounted to is not known, but with life expectancy
shorter in 1841 there must have been fewer older workers at that time
than in 1891, when the census classified only 1 per cent of the popu-
lation as retired. That category could have been offset in 1841 by the
excessive numbers classified outside the labor force under "independ-
ent means of support." (At least one is entitled to assume so, since 1.4
per cent more individuals were recorded as being in these happy cir-
cumstances in 1841 than in 1891.) The two errors are presumed here
to cancel each other and therefore to require no correction.
No such offset can be found for the unemployed, a more sizable
group, who were not counted in the labor force. To compensate sta-
tistically, there is added here a hypothetical 10 per cent based on
Thorp's description of 1841 as a depression year with widespread job-
lessness.'6 This estimate is accompanied by alternative estimates of
what the labor force would have been in that year had the involuntary
idle been 7 or 18 per cent of the population (Chapter 12, Table 56,
lines 11—13).
ieWillardL. Thorp, Business Annal3, National Bureau of Economic Research,
1926, p.161.
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1851—1871. These reports lumped the "occupied" and the "unoc-
cupied" together, so the labor force could not be computed.
1881 and 1891. Census coverage was similar to the current prac-
tice except that it included in the labor force varying groups of stu-
dents, paupers under 60, and prison or hospital inmates and classified
them under any former trades they may have had. These groups had
to be subtracted in the interest of conceptual accuracy and for com-
parison with other censuses.
1911—1931. Over the period the concept of labor force did not differ
materially from that of the United States (Table F-2, Part A, this ap-
pendix). The British excluded children under 14 earlier, probably be-
cause the need for- their labor declined earlier in the less agricultural
Britain, and did not stipulate census policy regarding housewives and
students employed part time for pay. The United States did not en-
courage including the two latter classifications unless their gainful
occupation was regular and extensive.'7 Also the British census counted,
in both the labor force and in the population, the armed forces at sea
or stationed abroad. They were left out of the original United States
totals, and added here on the basis of department reports.
In Britain, as in this country, the labor force embraced all persons
aged 14 and older who were usually gainfully occupied, whether em-
ployed in government or private work, self-employed, unemployed,
or receiving a wage, salary, fee, profit, or no pay whatsoever (provided
the product of their labor was sold). Further similarity was noted in the
exclusion from the labor force of the retired and of persons engaged
in illegal callings, full-time study, or own housework, and in the vague-
ness concerning the time element (Supplementary Appendix H).
1939—1952. No official enumeration was made in Britain in the
twenty years between June 1931 and April 1951. Estimates for interim
years had therefore to be erected upon statistics not originally designed
for that purpose: in 1939, those of H. Frankel; and in 1943, 1945, and
1947 those of "working population," compiled in British sources from
unemployment insurance registrations, government and civilian agen-
cies, the armed forces, and employers (Appendix B). The working
population before 1948 left out women in part-time gainful jobs; men
aged 65 and women aged 60 and older; private indoor domestic sew-
ants; employers and others in business on their own account; nonmanual
employees receiving more than £420 a year; established civil servants;
permanent employees of local authorities, railways, and public utility
Itshould be kept in mind that it has never been common for a boy to work
his way through high school or college in Great Britain (or in any European coun-
try). And few women had worked part time outside the home until after 1939;


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































10 and 14 and14 and 14 and
Age older older older older
1st weekvarying
Date of labor force status a vague vaguein Juneweek a
Unemployed yes b yes b yes yes
Inexperienced work-seekers no yes yes
Methods of payment:
Wages, fees, profits yes yes yes yes
Room, board, & other goods yes yes yes yes
Unpaid family labor yes C yes yes yes
Economic status:
Employees, mci. supervisàrs yes yes yes yes
Employers, farmers, self-employedyes yes yes yes
Corporation officials, paid yes yes yes yes
Government (mci. armed forces)yes yes yes yes
Inmates of institutions no d no no no
Persons not working nor seeking work
but having job: pr. yes pr. yesyes yes
Temporarily ill pr. yes pr. yesyes yes
On vacation, paid or unpaid• pr. yes pr. yesyes yes
On strike pr. yes pr. yesyes yes
Laid off temporarily pr. yes pr. yesyes yes
Waiting to start new job pr. yes pr. yesyes
Persons not working nor seeking work
and having no job: pr. yes e pr.yes eyes yes
Temporarily ill pr. yes e pr. yes eyes yes t
Disabled pr. yes e pr. yes eno no
Believe no jobs exist pr. yes e pr. yes e
Weather-bound pr. yes e pr. yes eyes yes
Part-time work for pay: yes yes
Student or housewife working ..
.c . yes yes
Student or housewife seeking workno no yes yes
Industries and occupations:
Legal all all all all
Illegal no no no no
Armed forces abroad no no g nog nog
Sex both both both both
Counting of dual job holders once once once once
Source: Canada Year Book, Dominion Bureau of Statistics: 1921, p. 599; 1929,
p. 140; 1934—1935, p. 118; 1945 and 1947, p. 140. Census of Canada: 1911, Vol. vi,
Occupations, p. xxvi; 1941, Vol. vu, Occupations, p. 12. Canadian Statistical Re-
view, April 1948, p. 15, and Labour Force Bulletin, April 1948 and February 1949,
Dominion Bureau of Statistics. "Change in Population and in the Labour Force,"
426APPENDIX F
Notes to Table F-2, Part B, c o n t i n u e d
Labour Force Gazette, Supplement, December 1945, p. 18, and Estimates of the
Canadian Labour Force and Its Composition, Mimeographed, Dept. of Labour,
1941—1947. All Ottawa.
pr.= presumably.
Official dates of censuses were: 1911—1931, June 1; 1941, June 2.; 1951, June.
Annual estimates were made for 1939—1945; annual and quarterly estimates, based
on sample surveys, for 1945—1952. From 1945 to the end of 1952, the survey week
was typically in early March, early June, mid-August and early November, but
sometimes a preceding or subsequent week (see Appendix Table B-6). Since Jan-
uary 1953, the labor force has been surveyed one week each month.
bPersonswith "usual" occupations but unemployed at the time of the census
were listed under their occupations when employed. Unemployment in 1911 and
1921 was estimated in this study (Appendix Table C-4).
cThelabor force included family dependents who were engaged in gainful occu-
pations in any capacity, as well as nonschool children who materially assisted their
parents outside the home, but it left out school children even though they worked
for their parents in the household or on a firm.
dThe1911 census was not clear concerning inmates of institutions but accord-
ing to the Director of the Census Division of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics,
it may be assumed that they were not regarded as gainfully employed.
8Ifthe respondent stated a usual occupation.
Provided the person would have been seeking employment if he had been well,
if he had thought that jobs could be had, and if the weather had been favorable.
gHowever,official estimates of armed forces, including those abroad, were added
to the civilian population and the labor force for the purpose of this study.
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concerns excepted by certificate; teachers; members of H. M. Forces
and Women's Services, professional female nurses; police; and farm-.
ers' Children employed in agriculture.'8 These totals were supplied by
calculations based in large part on the ratio, in July 1948, of data.from
the old working population series, to those from the more comprehen-
sive new social insurance plans. Since the latter registered all wage-
earners irrespective of age, and no longer ignored those in better paid
nonmanual callings, private indoor domestic service, or uninsured
cupations, they are presumed to measure the total labor force with
reasonable accuracy. The June 1948 ratios of the new to the old man-
power figures are used here to approximate the number of most of the
males and females not in the former series for 1943, 1945, and 1947.
However, private domes tic servants, men aged 65 and older, and
women aged 60 and older required separate computation (Appendix
Table B-4).
Extending the school-leaving age from 14 to 15 in April 1947 had
no noticeable consequence by June 1947, but had become fully effective
a year later.19
Canada and New Zealand
CANADA SINCE1911.
Canada's concept of labor force has also closely resembled that of
the United States (Table F-2, Part B). In a formal sense, it has been
somewhat more restrictive in that up to 1941 it barred school children,
even though they may haveworked part time on family farms. It may
have been more systematic in ruling out housewives in agriculture,
though it shows little difference, actually, so far as unpaid farm women
are concerned. On the other hand, it doubtless records many students
in summer jobs, since the official census date has been the first part
of June (see Appendix Table C-4 for a comparison between the June
figure and the annual average). And until recent years, the Canadian
instructions may also have been less clear in dealing with the disabled.
But in other respects the Dominion Census and Bureau of Statistics
have followed American usage, even to the point of adopting, in 1945,
a technique similar to the one the United States had initiated in 1940.
NEWZEALAND, 1896—1951.
This Commonwealth has been inhabited almost entirely by English
stock (the Maoris constitute too small a segment of the population
to be included in the data of this volume, except in the case of women
Theold and new manpower, statistics are discussed in Ministry of Labour
Gazette (London), February 1949, p. 40.
191b1d., p. 41.
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classified by marital status). The concept of the labor force has ap-
parently varied only slightly over the last half century (Table F-2,
Part C). New Zealand has clung to the notion.of "usual" or "customary"
employment. A modification, which affects comparability over the
years, was made in 1945, when the time of the census was switched
from late March or mid-April to the last week in September. The
effect of this seasonal shift is measured in Appendix Table C-6. In 1951,
the census was again enumerated in April.
The New Zealand labor force remained much the same in content
for fifty years. Also, it was virtually the same in concept as that of the
Umted States until 1940, except that it included some young children
through 1921 and was, vague concerning the inexperienced and dis-
abled. ..
Germantj,1895—1950
Here,too, the concept of labor force does not seem to have altered
critically over the five (Table F-2, Part D, this appendix).
Children under 15 were excluded during the World War II years, and
children under 14 and working inmates of prisons, insane asylums,
and poorhouses were excluded over the whole period. Censuses were
taken in late May or early June, except in 1946 and 1950, when they
were shifted to late October and September respectively. Finally,, much
German territory was lost, restored, and lost again as the result of two
World Wars. However, the data appear to be moderately comparable
during the interwar years.
For the period of World War lIthe figures do not justify quite the
same confidence (Table F-2, Part D). Those for 1939-1944, derived
by 'the United States Strategic Bombing Survey from the Kriegswirt-
schaftliche Kraftebilanz of the Statistisches Reichsamt,,' "were not al-
ways reliable, and had frequently changing conceptual and territorial
coverage with little or no provision for adjustments to render them
comparable." 20 They included all those gainfully occupied except
party officials, and, in 1944 for the first time, a small number of home
workers, i.e. persons engaged in industrial production at home. The
statistics were founded on questiOnnaires returned by employers and
the self-employed, and on the membership lists of industrial, trade,
and, cultural societies. They are, of course, subject to some gaps and
duplications among organizations, and required a number of correc-
lions.21
A striking feature, in comparison with the labor force of the United
The Effects of Strategic Bombing on the German War .'Economy; Strategic
"Bombing 'Survey, Overall Economic Effects Division, 1945, p. 199. '
21ibid.,p. 199. ' '
. .''. ' ."
'. ' .'. , '.' ,
429TABLE F-2, Part C
'New Zealand, 1896—1951
APPENDIX F
Coverage as to: 1896—19111921—19361945 1951
15 and 15 and 15 and15 and
Age older a oldera older older
Date of labor force status b vague vague vague
Unemployed yes C yes yes yes
Inexperienced work-seekers yes yes
Methods of payment:
Wages, fees, profits yes yes yes yes
Room, board, & other goods yes yes yes yes
Unpaid family labor yes yes yes yes
Economic status:
Employees, mci. supervisors yes yes yes yes
Employers, farmers, self-employed yes yes yes yes
Corporation officials, paid yes yes yes yes
Govemment (mci. armed forces) yes yes yes yes
Inmates of institutions no no no no
Persons not working nor seeking work
but having job:
Temporarily ill pr. yes d yes yes yes
On vacation, paid or unpaid pr. yes d yes yes yes
On stiike pr. yes d yes yes yes
Laid off temporarily pr. yes d yes yes yes
Waiting to start new job pr. yes d yes yes yes
Persons not working nor seeking work
and having no jOb:
Temporarily ill pr. yes d yes d yes d yes d
Disabled pr. yes d -yesd yes d yes d
Believe no jobs exist pr. yes d yes d yes d yes d
Weather-bound pr. yes d yes d yes d yes d
Seasonally idle pr. yes d yes d yes d d
Part-time work for pay:
Student or housewife working
Student or housewife seeking work
Industries and occupations:
Legal all all all all
Illegal
Armed forces abroad yes yes
Sex both both both both
Counting of dual job holders e once once once once
Source: Report on the Results of a' Census of the Dominion of New Zealand,
Registrar-General's Office, 1911,pp.58, 62. Population Census (Census and Statis-
tics Dept.) : 1926, Vol. xx, p. 6; 1936, Vol. x, pp. i—vi, 59, and Vol. xx, p. 1; 1945,
Vol. iv, pp. 3, 9, and Vol. xx, pp. i—vu, 50, 61. New Zealand Official Year Book
(Census and Statistics Office): 1897, p. 109; 1927, p. 872; 1951, Ix, p. 5, xv, pp.
5—11. All Wellington.
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Notes to Table F-2, Part C, co n ti. nu e d
pr. =presumably.
aitis possible that some very young persons were included.
bOfficialcensus dates were:
•1896—1926, April 1945, Sept. 25
1936, Late March 1951, April 17
o"Employment"and "unemployment" covered oniy wage and salary workers. The
idle self-employed were part of the "occupied" population; they were probably in-
significant in number and may be neglected.
dJfthe respondent stated a "usual" occupation.
°Presumablyno worker was counted twice, but the census did not provide a






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































States, was the huge proportion of female farm workers in Germany.
It is not known whether this difference was due to a higher rate of
participation or to a more liberal classification. Since women undoubt-
edly tend to work more in the fields in Germany than here, perhaps
there should be a larger proportion of such women in the German
labor force. But many of them may have performed tasks too trivial
to have qualified them as workers in the United States, for this coün-
try has very likely ignored female farm workers unless their labor
outside the home demanded a substantial part of the week—in recent
years, fifteen hours or more. One wonders whether comparing Ger-
many's female labor force with America's is not akin to translating
German poetry!
SUPPLEMENTARY APPENDIXES
(Mimeographed; on file at the National Bureau of Economic
Research, Inc., and in other economics libraries. Copies will be
furnished at cost on special request made to the National Bu-
reau while the supply lasts.)
C Adjustments of United States Labor Force and Population
Used in Appendix A
H Rejection of the Durand-Coldfield Adjustments of the
United States Labor Force of 1930
ISampling and Interview Errors in Census Monthly Esti-
mates of Labor Force
434